


there. It should also be remembered that the pile represen@ part ofthe 1 branch material from a large area 18 to 10 ha avenge hauler wfbng) 

I concentratd in a V ~ W  <mall area (0.1 n 3 ha] around the landing 
I 

i Thr: results are sumrnarised inTable 1.W main findings were as follows: edge 
I 

I 

1 the major'@ of the needles within the stand prior to logging 

1 (~90orb) were retained on the cutover in both types of operation 

however, significantly more needles were tetained on the 1 Acknowledgment 
I 

eutover when delimbing at the stump 

Liro Limited &owledges the asktance and co-operation of the many 

, * delimbing at the stump resulted in a significantly larger volume I mntmton and forestry companies who co-operandd with this study. 

a I of branches being retained on the cutover. However, more 

than 80% of the branches were retained on the cutover in the 

delimb at landing operations. 

Despite the large difference between the two types of logging operation 

in terms of where the delimbing occurred, there was a relatively small 

I ' variation ih the percentage of total branch material left on the cutover. 

This can be explained by breakage. The stems of trees break when they 

hit the ground at felling. Typical% breakage occurs at the smaller diameter 

r end of the stem where the concentration of green (needle bearing) 

branches is g r a m  Branches that are still attached to the stem after 

felling may be broken off during extraction. 

Any concerns over the removal of nutrients from forest sites by "whole 

tree" harvesting with delirnbing at the landing would therefore seem 

to be unjustlfled, Genuine whole tree h a M n g  of mature radiata on 

steep slopes is unlikely to occur, 

The apparent size of the branch pile at landings gives the impressiur~ 

that the majority of branch material has been re- from the cutover. 

However, the density (solid content) of the piles is only (approximately) 

20% Therefore, only one-fifth of what appears to be present is actually 
I 


